
Completed
All new Year 7 pupils were invited to a welcome event with their parents in March to help aid transition when they join us.

Next Steps
We have planned a series of parent forums that are tied to a range of themes linked to our improvement plan. Our first 
forum will be held after Easter and will focus on PROUD expectations and curriculum development. 

Further transition events are planned for new starters during the summer term.

A more detailed questionnaire to hear the views of all parents, pupils and staff will be launched in April 2022. We seek 
to understand your opinions in more detail, which will further aid our development planning. 
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Completed Actions and Next Steps

Completed  Curriculum experts from Lionheart Educational Trust have evaluated the curriculum currently in place. They have worked with middle leaders to assess 
how the plans can be strengthened.
Next Steps  From September 2022 a new more robust curriculum will be implemented where appropriate. There are plans in place to train all teachers so they 
understand what they need to deliver, which pieces of knowledge are essential for pupils to remember and how this fits into the bigger picture of their learning.

Completed  Leaders have researched and identified teaching models which will bring about high-quality lessons on a more consistent basis. This is being shared with 
teachers and they are being trained in the principles.
Next Steps  We will see this being more frequently applied in lessons. We will host a parent forum where we would like to share this model with you. 
Please see Rosenshine’s Principles of Instruction.

We have booked a thorough review of SEN practices, which will include action planning. March 2022.

Completed  We have introduced new expectations for pupil work standards. This is linked to work being PROUD. All pupils have had this expectation 
explained to them in assembly. March 2022.
Next Steps  We will ensure this approach is consistently implemented by checking books and speaking with students and teachers.
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Completed  We have introduced a new approach to positive behaviour management. This is based on much research of best 
practice. Pupils have been overtly taught about positive behaviours which will earn rewards. These have been linked to SLANT 
and SHAPE, and we have recently introduced PROUD work. Pupils have also been taught about the consequences to be applied 
when not following rules and why these are important in creating a school in which respect is key and all pupils can thrive. Since 
applying these approaches consistently we have seen a significant reduction in:

a. Low level disruption in classrooms
b. Pupils truanting from lessons
c. Pupils leaving lessons without permission
d. Pupils arriving late to school and lessons 

Next Steps  We will further work to embed the changes we have made so they are always consistently applied. Additionally, 
following each school holiday we will hold a series of assemblies with pupils to remind them of our approaches and why they are 
important. We do still need to improve the consistency of the uniform pupils wear and address the use of mobile phones in school. 

Behaviour
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Completed  We have planned a curriculum structure which means from September 2022 all pupils will benefit from one period a 
week to learn about key issues impacting on society both in the UK and globally. 
Next Steps  Training for all tutors so they are well equipped and confident to deliver this scheme of learning. Summer term 2022. 

Completed  We have identified a range of student leadership opportunities which we think our pupils will benefit from, to 
include Anti-Bullying ambassadors. 
Next Steps  We will launch this initiative and identify our ambassadors in the summer term with training starting in the same 
term. May 2022. 

Completed  We have redeveloped our attendance matters strategy with a view to ensuring more pupils access more of their 
education. This is essential as we know good attendance leads to much greater chances of success. This strategy will involve 
more support for both our pupils and their families. 
Next Steps  Training for the key staff involved and the implementation of new software from the beginning of the new academic 
year to help us manage this programme. May 2022. 

Personal Development 
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Completed  There is an increased staff presence during break times, as well as at student entry and exits points at 
the start and end of the school day. Movement of cars within the school site has been limited for student safety.

Completed  Leaders have carefully walked the site and identified both corridor spaces and classrooms where we do 
not feel the learning environment is inspiring enough. 
Next Steps  We will be addressing displays for learning in classrooms and corridors to ensure they show care and 
pride in our school. We will ensure each one contains important, relevant content for our pupils. 

Completed  We have revised staffing and plan to open both the Bletchley and Runnymede libraries for all students 
soon. This is in line with our vision for students to develop a love of reading. There will be a range of activities, clubs 
and competitions in the libraries before and after school and during lunchtime. 

Learning Environment
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PROUD 
Pen, black pen for writing  Ruler for diagrams, tables, underlines 

Oops! Single line crossing out, no doodles 
Underline all titles 
Date and title every piece of work 

 

https://cirl.etoncollege.com/tom-sherringtons-division-of-rosenshines-principles-of-instruction-into-strands/

